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NAS Status Information Subgroup Memo


Subject:	Aircraft Capabilities

To:		Members of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:		Gary Dockan and Larry Dixon

Date:		September 10, 1997


1. 	Name of Data Item

Aircraft Capabilities


2. 	Description of Data Item

Aircraft Capabilities asks the question, “does the aircraft have the ability to accommodate ATC requests for changes?”,  e.g., vectors onto AR routes, altitude changes.  Can information be transmitted over the AOC Net to ATC notifying them of what the aircraft is capable of doing?


3. 	Benefits

Who would use this data?  Center and Terminal Controllers and ATCSCC.  

How would the data be improved if it were on AOCNet?  Currently the only way to find out if the aircraft has any number of capabilities is for the Controller to ask the pilot.

To what use or uses would this data be put? ATC personal would know if an aircraft was capable of changing altitudes.  They would know if an aircraft was overwater equipped and capable of taking AR routes to alleviate congestion or avoid weather.
 
What would be the benefits in terms of efficiency and safety?  It may be faster and more efficient for the Controller to contact just the flights that may be capable of helping the controller route aircraft away from weather or congestion.  


4. 	Source of the Data

The information would have to come from the individual airlines. (note: Be aware of proprietary concerns.  Airlines would probably not want their competitors to know what mechanical problems they were having.)

5.   Nature of the Data

The data would have to be updated as dispatchers received and added the restrictive MELs to the release.  There would have to be a mechanism in place to transmit an aircraft limiting MEL to ATC.  If there was an Air Conditioning Pack out on a 737, that aircraft would be limited to FL250.  That restrictive data would have to be sent within a reasonable time, through the AOC Net, in order for ATC to know they could not adjust that aircraft’s altitude above FL250.

6. 	What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOCNet?
	
In the short term the AOC could send the “Aircraft Capability”, information over the AOC Net.  We may look to the advent of the “New Age Flight Plan” to accommodate “aircraft capability” information in the future.  (In addition to the current flight plan information, the new-age flight plans contain: preferred climb profile, preferred departure runway, preferred departure speed, projected timing over each fix en route, acceptable altitude range (at each fix), required time of arrival (RTA), fuel state (an indicator of how much holding can be endured), air carrier preferences, and aircraft equipage (Flight Management System [FMS] approach capability, weight, ILS approach capability for Category I-II-III).


7. 	Other Issues

Regulatory Issues : Since the PIC and AOC dispatcher must both approve any significant change to the planned route of flight (See attached FAA GC opinion) providing this information to the controller will not alleviate the requirement for coordination between ATC, AOC and PIC for air carrier flights. CDM has precipitated a growing paradigm shift away from the ATC only deals with the PIC to a more collaborative ATC, PIC, AOC view. The possibility of ATC negotiating route changes with the AOC using automated tools and receiving the AOC and PIC concurrence from the AOC should be explored. 

Safety Issues : The air carrier through it’s PIC and AOC personnel is responsible for the safe operation of the flight. Currently ATC has imposed route changes that in the judgement of the PIC or AOC degraded the safety of flight. Better information flow between all participants will reduce, and hopefully avoid these incidents.

Currently the Controller can retrieve aircraft capabilities simply by asking the PIC.  Even if the Controller has Aircraft Capabilities information s/he should still verify that the aircraft in question has the ability to fly overwater, or into icing conditions.  The aircraft could have an equipment failure enroute and it wouldn’t have shown up on the “New Age Flight Plan”. 
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December 24, 1990
Mr. Glenn Morse
Air Transport Association of America
Eastern Regional Office
181 South Franklin Avenue, Room 601
Valley Stream, New York 11581-1190
Dear Mr. Morse,
This is in response to issue E13, Implementation of the Severe Weather Avoidance Plans, which is contained in the Northeast Corridor System Safety and Efficiency Review, Volume 1: On-Site Reviews dated June 12, 1989. The Office of Aviation Safety of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) advised our office that "The FAA General Counsel should provide the Air Transport Association with in interpretation of Federal Aviation Regulation 121.663 as it pertains to this issue [Issue E13]."
Section 121.663 provides:
Each domestic and flag air carrier shall prepare a dispatch release for each flight between specific points, based on information furnished by an authorized aircraft dispatcher. The pilot in command and an authorized aircraft dispatcher shall sign the release only if they both believe that the flight can be made with safety. The aircraft dispatcher may delegate authority to sign a release for a particular flight, but he may not delegate his authority to dispatch.
The members of the flight standards team state, in Volume I of the Northeast System Safety and Efficiency Review, that issue E13, in pertinent part, is:
The Air Transport Association (ATA) also voiced concerns about [the] SWAP program implementation that results in an air carrier pilot being issued a new routing which calls for immediate departure when the aircraft is still at the gate. There appears to be a conflict with the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) which requires the air carrier's dispatcher to be included in the rerouting discussion.
Additionally, in your supplemental letter dated April 24, 1990, you state:
In order to keep traffic moving, a revised routing is issued to the pilot. This may occur while he is number one for takeoff or at some other time during taxi to the runway.
The basic question is: During SWAP, may Air Traffic Control issue, and the pilot accept without flight dispatcher concurrence, a revised clearance with a new flight plan route in order to minimize delay and expedite the flow of traffic?
We have researched the history of FAR 121.663, but that research did not reveal any preamble language that assists in explaining the provisions in FAR 121.663. Therefore, the language of FAR 121.663 must be interpreted using the techniques of statutory construction.
A fundamental rule of statutory constructions is that regulatory language should be given its plain and ordinary meaning. The language in FAR 121.663 is clear in charging both the aircraft dispatcher and the pilot in command with the responsibility of mutually agreeing that the flight can be conducted safely. The implied intent of the regulation is to minimize judgmental errors by imposing dual responsibility for determining, at the time of dispatch, that the flight as planned in be conducted safely. 
Another fundamental rule of statutory construction is that a particular section of regulation should be read with other pertinent parts of that regulation and interpreted as a whole. Section 121.663 should be read in relationship with other pertinent sections in the FAR, and many of those pertinent sections are listed in your letter as "relevant FAR 121 regulations". Those pertinent sections would necessarily include weather conditions (e.g. FAR 121.599, Familiarity with weather conditions). (Flight Standards Service advises us that the weather conditions impacting the Northeast corridor that prompt implementation of SWAP are normally frontal in nature and, thereby, can be anticipated and predicted reliably.") Also, other pertinent sections that necessarily would be considered (many are listed in your letter in the specific sections discuss in this letter are not exhaustive) include fuel requirements in FAR 121.639 for domestic air carriers and in FAR 121.645 for flag and supplemental air carriers, as well as the additional factors for computing the required fuel in FAR 121.647.
Section 121.647 requires that "(d) Any other conditions that may delay landing of the aircraft" be considered in computing fuel requirements. You state in your letter that "The various FAA facilities do make SWAP routes available to the airlines. However the routes are provided with the understanding that the airlines will not file them". Therefore, with knowledge of the SWAP routes, the dispatcher and pilot in command in calculating fuel requirements would consider, among other things, reported and forecast weather and anticipated delays (i.e., diversions to SWAP routes). Therefore, if the dispatcher and pilot in command have considered the SWAP routes during their flight planning, and, if both the dispatcher and pilot in command agree that the flight can be conducted safely, and if the fuel and all other pertinent requirements of the FAR are met, then the pilot may accept a new flight plan route. However, if the SWAP routes are not considered in the flight planning, then the pilot in command must refuse the ATC. clearance, appraise the dispatcher of the new routing, analyze and discuss the new route with the dispatcher, and reach a joint agreement with the dispatcher that the flight may be conducted safely.
We trust this satisfactorily answers your inquiry.
Sincerely,
Donald P. Byrne 
Assistant Chief Council
Regulations and Enforcement Division 
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